
Editorial to the special issue of Computers & Operations
Research on Search-Based Software Engineering

This focused issue of Computers and Operations Research contains seven
excellent papers on the application of optimization and metaheuristic search
techniques to problems in software engineering. The focused issue arises from
a call for papers, for which a total of 18 papers were received. After careful
and detailed refereeing, a total of 7 papers were finally selected for inclusion
in the focussed issue.

Optimization and search based techniques have been applied to a wide
range of software engineering problems, using a large number of techniques
associated with OR. This area of research has come to be known as Search
Based Software Engineering (SBSE) [5, 10]. The past five years have wit-
ness a dramatic growth in conferences, workshop, tracks, and special issues
on SBSE. Previous work on SBSE spans the spectrum of software engineer-
ing problems from requirements engineering [2], project planning and cost
estimation [1, 8, 12], through test data generation [13], to automated main-
tenance [3, 9, 14, 15, 16], service-oriented software engineering [4], compiler
optimization [6, 7] and quality assessment [11].

The seven papers in this issue cover a wide ranging and diverse set of
software engineering activities, including project planning, component selec-
tion, security and testing. This diversity shows the healthy state of search
based software engineering research and practice. The papers also cover a
wide range of optimization and search techniques, including classical opti-
mization approaches such as linear programming and branch and bound,
but also adaptive search techniques such as tabu search, evolution strategies
and genetic algorithms.

The article by Diaz et al. deals with the question how to achieve a suf-
ficient degree of test coverage by an automatic tool for structural testing.
Several meta-heuristic approaches have already been applied in this context,
in particular meta-heuristics from the evolutionary algorithms family. How-
ever, little experience is available concerning the use of tabu search for this
purpose, although tabu search has been proven as one of the most successful
meta-heuristic techniques in other areas of application. In the present article,
tabu search is shown to be effective and efficient also for the generation of
white-box test cases, reaching 100 % branch coverage by a moderate number
of test cases for some example programs with rather difficult control flow
graphs and branching conditions.

Barreto et al. devote their article to a hard problem in software project
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management, that of staffing a software project. Explicit reference is made
to different “characteristics” (e.g., skills, capabilities, experiences or roles) of
developers. The goal is to allocate available personnel to the activities arising
in different phases of the software development process, respecting different
types of constraints. Barreto et al. formulate the allocation problem as a
constraint satisfaction problem and solve it by backtracking-type techniques
and by branch-and-bound. Several possible objective functions are discussed.
A final experimental investigation compares the solutions obtained in this
way to those provided by participants in an experiment.

The decision whether to build or to buy software components has already
been addressed by other authors, but the article by Cortellessa et al. raises the
quantitative treatment of this problem to a new level of generality and real-
ism. Several relevant factors such as cost, delivery time or product reliability
are integrated within a unified framework. Contrary to prior approaches,
the authors take into account the possibility of in-house development; an
additional degree of freedom can be exploited by a decision on the amount
of testing to be invested. The resulting optimization model formulations are
non-linear and mixed-integer. To make larger problem instances solvable,
linear approximations for quality and reliability functions are derived.

In the work by Ahmed and Hernadi, a standard genetic algorithm ap-
proach to the automatic test data generation for achieving path coverage is
extended by the modification of targeting not at a single path per genetic
algorithm run, but simultaneously at a set of paths. The idea behind this
approach is that while trying to find test data for the execution of a certain
path, suitable data for that of another still uncovered path can be detected as
a by-product. Of course, the approach requires an appropriate extension of
the fitness function definitions for the genetic algorithm. The authors discuss
and test several fitness function concepts, and they compare their method to
two prior approaches by Lin and by Pei, respectively, in an experiment based
on six “classical” test programs.

The contribution by Del Grosso et al. addresses the question how to de-
tect buffer overflow problems by means of testing. Buffer overflow attacks
can have serious consequences and they form a primary cause of software
vulnerability. This motivates the development of testing techniques aimed
specifically at this problem. The proposed method relies on a genetic algo-
rithm based approach to generate test input data. To guide the search in an
efficient way, a particular fitness function combining diverse weighted metrics
is applied. The weights are optimized by solving a linear program. The au-
thors show by experiments on two sets of C applications that the presented
approach outperforms a previously proposed variant. The combination of
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a meta-heuristic techniques with linear programming also imbues a special
methodological interest; this is a combination that is uncommon in previous
SBSE work.

Buehler and Wegener start their article with an introduction into the ap-
plication of the evolutionary testing paradigm to one of the most important
classes of testing: functional testing. They show by two specific examples
from the automotive industry—the testing of automated parking systems
and that of brake assistance systems—how to use the concept in practice. A
crucial issue in evolutionary functional testing is the definition of suitable ob-
jective functions. The complex properties of the the applications considered
make this a highly nontrivial task. An experimental evaluation of the results
for the brake assistance system is presented, including a comparison both
with manually and randomly generated test cases. The evaluation clearly
demonstrates the advantages of the approach.

Alba and Chicano investigate the condition coverage achieved in auto-
matic test data generation by two evolutionary algorithms, namely evolu-
tionary strategies (ES) and genetic algorithms (GA). For both variants, both
a panmictic version (working on a single, unstructured population) and a
decentralized version (using a partition into sub-populations with migration
in a ring topology) are studied. The algorithms are applied to twelve test
programs. It turns out that, contrary to expectations from results in other
application fields, the decentralized versions have no statistically significant
advantages over their panmictic counterparts. However, ES shows signifi-
cantly better performance than GA in both versions.

We would like to warmly thank the authors and the anonymous reviewers
for the time and expertise in helping to produce this focussed issue. We
would also like to extend our sincere thanks to both the outgoing editor,
Gilbert Laporte, and the incoming editor, Stefan Nickel for their support for
this focussed issue. Special thanks are also due to Zheng Li, who provided
valuable technical and administrative support, during the reviewing process.
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